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Scheme overview

The proposed building reimagines many of the quintessential design 
motifs that are evident in traditional cricket pavilions throughout the 
world. Elevating the building on a grass berm with covered terraces, 
a clock tower, and scoreboard are all elements that have been rein-
terpreted and incorporated into a modern, sleek, linear building that 
cranks as it moulds to the curvature of the pitch. 

A one-way access road is provided for vehicular traffic by providing a 
new entrance gate towards the eastern end of Malahide Road with a 
through road between that and the existing entrance. Two pedestrian 
gates are provided in close proximity to the vehicular entrances. A 
coach drop-off, disabled parking bays and a bicycle lock-up area are all 
conveniently positioned close to the building where an entrance plaza 
draws visitors up to the main foyer of the building.

The building is positioned as close to the line of the wicket as possible. 
The kitchen on ground floor and archive storage on first floor have 
been positioned to the northern end of the building to allow the sight 
screen to be placed partially in front of the pavilion without affecting 
the views of the principal spaces.



Site plan legend

1. Site Entrance
2. Site Exit
3. Car Park
4. Terrace
5. Pedestrian Walkway
6. Cricket Pitch
7. Grass
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Building set up - The Club
The plans to the right show the arrangement of the 
building when it caters for the day to day needs of the 
club. On ground floor, the dressing rooms can be divided 
so that 4 teams can be accommodated. The medical 
room has been positioned so that it can adjoin the 
umpire’s toilet and shower facilities enabling this space to 
be used for up to three female team members that may 
play on a predominantly male team. The large tea room 
to the northern end of the building opens out on to 
curved terrace seating facing the pitch. The entrance to 
the building is via a double height foyer which provides a 
focused view of the wicket.

The first floor members bar is shown with a dividing 
wall left open creating a snug to the northern end of 
the building. The bar opens to a south facing sheltered 
terrace with an ideal view of the wicket. A large roof 
terrace to the southern end of the building provides 
unobstructed, elevated views of the pitch and is served 
by a small secondary bar. 5 office spaces are provided 
over the two floors including a hot-desk suite for visiting 
admin personnel.

Building set up - Test match
The plans to the right show the arrangement of the 
building when it is being used for an international 
match. On ground floor, the dividing walls can be 
opened to provide an international standard changing 
facility with sufficient room for 26 people, a massage 
table, fridge and access to toilet, shower and ice bath 
facilities. Clear views of the pitch are provided for both 
the players and umpires. The southern wing of the 
building on both ground and first floor can be isolated 
so that the players and umpires are not interrupted 
during events.

The first floor terrace is structurally reinforced to allow 
for modular portacabin accommodation to be installed 
on it. This would cater for TV commentary boxes and 
TV match officials. A communications link room is 
provided at ground floor to enable a quick and efficient 
network connections for TV networks.  A large office 
space would be converted into team dining space for 
typical buffet type dining and snacking. The main bar can 
be subdivided to provide a large conference room with 
modern audio-visual facilities.



Ground Floor Plan

First Floor Plan
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1. Lobby
2. Reception
3. Tea Room
4. Kitchen
5. Bike store
6. Empty keg storage
7. Store
8. Keg store
9. Office
10. Umpires changing room

Floor plans legend

11. Changing rooms
12. Players viewing terrace
13. Plant
14. Comms room
15. Terrace bar
16. Terrace (international match)
17. Large office
18. Terrace Lounge
19. Terrace
20. Umpires Office



Materials
A select palette of materials is proposed to provide a 
richness and durability to the façade. A cream coloured, 
external grade solid surface cladding named Krion is 
proposed for the horizontal banding that expresses the 
floors and roof whilst forming the canopies. To offset this 
a dark green glazed brick is proposed as the principal 
wall cladding with timber and bronze privacy screens 
introduced strategically where required. Cream and 
green become the dominant colours of the scheme; two 
colours synonymous with cricket. Reinforced concrete 
turf paving is proposed for the car parking areas to limit 
their visual impact on pedestrians walking down the hill 
from Malahide Castle. 
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